1) A novel titled *The Luminous Fairies* and this character was written by Takehiko Fukunaga in 1961. Her son, Leo has many forms including Rainbow, Aqua, Light Speed, and Armor which appeared in her *Rebirth* series. She can emit poisonous yellow scales as an attack but frequently attacks by creating whirlwinds or picking up her foes and flying off with them. She has fought her brother Battra three times, twice with the assistance of Godzilla. For ten points, name this enemy and frequently ally of Godzilla, a lepidopteran.

ANSWER: **Mothra** (accept **Mosura**)

2) This band's lead singer took part in children's *Star Search* in 2003 where he was discovered by producer Peter Hoffmann. David Jost, Pat Benzner, and Hoffmann were responsible for their early singles such as "Rescue Me." The first song written by the band was "Unendlichkeit" which appeared on their album Schrei. At the 2008 MTV VMAs this band won Best New Artist with their song "Ready, Set, Go" from their album Zimmer 483. Their album *Humanoid* was released in 2009 and features singles such as "Automatic" and "World Behind My Wall". For ten points, name this German band fronted by Bill Kaulitz whose name sounds like a place you may stay while in Japan's capital.

ANSWER: **Tokio Hotel**

3) David A Goodman, a writer for *Futurama* and *Family Guy*, has been hired to write a script based on this TV show while director Alex Zamm, "famous" for *Inspector Gadget 2* and *Chairman of the Board*, is set to direct. This character's alter ego, Penry, is a police station janitor whose usually receives tips from the station's dispatcher Rosemary. Scatman Crother's voiced this show's protagonist and sang the theme song, which describes the namesake character as "quicker than the human eye" and as a "number one super guy." He frequently proves inept and most of his cases are solved by his cat sidekick, Spot. For ten points, name this Hanna Barbara creation, a martial-arts themed canine superhero who gains his abilities from the *Hong Kong Book of Kung Fu*.

ANSWER: **Hong Kong Phooey** (Accept: Penrod Pooch early, but I mean, really...)

4) Betty White and Lily Tomlin voiced two residents of the Himawari House in this film. Noah Cyrus, sister of Miley Cyrus, and Frankie Jonas, brother of the Jonas brothers, voiced the two main characters. Lisa, voiced by Tina Fey, is the mother of Sosuke, a young boy who rescues the namesake girl after she attempts to flee from her father, voiced by Liam Neeson. For ten points, name this animated film, released in the U.S. in 2009, about a gold fish who hopes to become human.

ANSWER: **Ponyo**

5) Characters in this game include Maggie Chow, a retired actress who is last met at the Universal Constructor. After it is revealed that UNATCO is responsible for the Gray-Death plague the player travels to Hong Kong to meet with Tracer Tong to deactivate his kill switch. The Gray Death was initially going to be augmentation technology produced by the Illuminati, but was turned into a disease by Majestic 12, led by Bob Page. The climax of the game comes when the player ventures to Area 51 and must chose to destroy the global communications network, use the technology from Area 51 to rule the world, or merge with
the AI Helios. For ten points, name this dystopic 2000 Ion Storm game, focusing on JC Denton, a human possessing nanotechnology augmentations.
ANSWER: Deus Ex (Do not accept Deus Ex: Invisible War)

6) She was raised Jewish after her mother married Saul Rubenstein. Despite being dyslexic she graduated first in her class at Stanford. While she was at Stanford she was involved with her professor, Colin Marlowe. Her first romance upon arriving at her current job is portrayed by Isaiah Washington, but that romance ends at the end of the third season when Preston leaves her on the day of their wedding. Her current relationship was strained when a former army surgeon strangled her during a bout of PTSD. For ten points, name this general surgeon involved with Owen Hunt, portrayed by Sandra Oh on Grey's Anatomy.
ANSWER: Cristina Yang (Accept either)

7) Shaquille O'Neal was supposed to rap on this album, but was removed. The cover art for this album features a rusty bike with a large wicker basket on the back and the band's name spray painted on a nearby wall. Brian May recorded guitar for this album's song "Catcher in the Rye." Other contributing artists include Dave Navarro and Sebastian Bach, who described the album as "epic" and "badass with killer screams, killer guitar riffs" and a "totally modern sound." The song "Shackler's Revenge" was released for Rock Band 2 in September 2008, two months before this albums release. For ten points, name this album, banned in China because of its subversive title, the most recent release by Guns N Roses.
ANSWER: Chinese Democracy

8) In a song with this title by the Newsboys, the song's title is followed by the lyrics "and the people sing / and the times are good." Another song with this name was recorded in 1959 by The Rock-A-Teens featured the B-Side Untrue. The Daltronic's, the Rezillos, and Les Wampas have covered this song. During 2004 it was featured in commercials for Vonage VOIP and the Chevy Cobalt. Along with this song, the band plays "I Walk Like Jayne Mansfield" and "I'm Blue" at The House of Blue Leafs in a 2003 film. For ten points, name this song, covered by The 5. 6. 7. 8's in Kill Bill Volume 1 whose simple two-word title is the only lyric.
ANSWER: "Woo Hoo"

9) A mawashi ["Muh-wash-ee"] is the traditional garb used during one of these events, in which competitors can achieve the rank of ozeki ["Oh-zek-ee"] or komusubi ["Coh-moo-soo-bee"]. Akebono ["Ah-kee-boh-noh"] was the first foreigner to attain the rank of yokozuna, grand champion of this sport. Women are not allowed to touch the dohyo, a ring of rice-straw bales in which matches take place. Competitors attempt to force each other to the ground or out of the ring in, for ten points, what traditional Japanese sport?
ANSWER: Sumo Wrestling

10) In one continuity he returns home from Vietnam to learn his true lineage and studies under Hard Master. He was first released in 1984 with "swivel-arm battle grip" but in 1988 he had switched sides and featured a compound bow. His first name is Thomas and his last name, Arashikage, is his codename in Japanese. In a 2009 film it is revealed that he once caught an intruder trying to steal food from his dojo and easily bested the intruder in combat. But after killing his master, the intruder, Snake Eyes vows revenge.
Portrayed by Lee Byung-hun is, for ten points, what member of C.O.B.R.A, a ninja typically clad in white.
ANSWER: **Shadow Storm** (Accept: Thomas **Arashikage** early)

11) **His mother was a prostitute who left his father and him when he was young. While working at the Seoul Gateway Hotel he bumps into his future wife and after denouncing his heritage, they wed. He works as a floor manager at his father-in-law's factory, but it sent on increasingly illegal errands which leads a doctor, fearing retribution, to avoid telling him of his infertility. He tells his wife that they are going on vacation, but, following his father's advice, he is actually planning to stay in American when Oceanic Ariline Flight 815 crashes. While on the island he fishes and later finds out that, despite his infertility, his wife is pregnant. For ten points, name this Korean character, husband of Sun-Hwa Kwon, played by Daniel Dae Kim on Lost.
ANSWER: **Jin-Soo Kwon**

12) A Tangerine Dream album named after this place includes the tracks Tiger Forest and South Gate Knights. On a track from *River of Dreams*, Billy Joel sings "All the king's men and all the king's horses / Can't put you together the way you used to be , We could have been standing on" this location. A Dead Kennedy's song named after this location describes it as being "put there to keep starving neighbors locked outside the gates." In a song by the band Sloan, the singer describes try to hide behind this UNESCO World Heritage Site. For ten points, name this Chinese landmark that, despite urban legend, cannot be viewed from space.
ANSWER: The **Great Wall** of China

13) Even though he retired in 1995 to take advantage of a loophole, he won the 1996 ESPY for Breakthrough Athlete of the Year. He later became one of only five players to throw no-hitters in both the American and National Leagues, including the only one ever pitched in Coors Field. He won 123 games in the majors and 78 in Japan with a combined 3,122 strikeouts in both leagues. Famous for his "tornado" delivery, for ten points, name this Japanese pitcher best known for his time with the Los Angeles Dodgers.
ANSWER: Hideo **Nomo**

14) His first movie was 1992's *Pushing Hands* about an elderly Chinese man moving in with his grandson in New York. This was followed by *The Wedding Banquet*, a film about a gay Chinese man trying to keep his relationship a secret from his visiting parents, that earned him a Best Foreign Film nomination. His first academy award came with 1995's *Sense and Sensibility*. 2007 saw the release of *Lust, Caution* an espionage thriller, that received a NC-17 rating because of graphic sex scenes. In 2000 he was nominated for Best Director for a movie based off the fourth work in the Iron-Crane Pentalogy but won Best Director five years later for a movie based on an Annie Proulx short story. For ten points, name this Taiwanese director of *Taking Woodstock*, *Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon*, and *Brokeback Mountain*.
ANSWER: Ang **Lee**

15) Tatsuo Yoshida took inspiration from *Viva Las Vegas* and *Goldfinger* to write this manga. Peter Fernandez edited and dubbed this series for English audiences and
rearranged the theme song featuring the Nashville Brass and Danny Davis. Jack Grimmes provided the voiced for Sparky and Spritle while Fernandez provided the voices for the shows protagonist and his brother. In a 2005 Geico commercial using characters from this anime, Trixie informs the title character that the bridge is out, but that she has saved money on their car insurance. Matthew Fox portrayed Rex, who drives The Shooting Star in the 2008 film while Emile Hersch portrayed the namesake driver. For ten points, name this anime about a family of auto-enthusiasts that centers in the driver of the Mach 5.

ANSWER: **Speed Racer**

16) Born in South Korea, he passed for 413 yards in the 1995 Peach Bowl, a University of Georgia bowl game record. He was picked 92nd overall in the 1998 NFL draft and has spent his career with one franchise. In 2009, a Sports Illustrated poll named him the dirtiest player in the NFL, mostly due to his blind-side blocks, including one that broke Keith Rivers' jaw. In Super Bowl XL ["forty"] , his five catches for 123 yards and a touchdown earned him MVP honors against Seattle. For ten points, name the all-time leader in receiving yards and receptions for the Pittsburgh Steelers.

ANSWER: Hines **Ward**

17) While playing Dainty in this film Ben Stiller first conceived Tropic Thunder. Other actors in this film include Joe Pantoliano as Frank Demarest and Miranda Richardson as Mrs. Victor, the protagonists "neighbor." John Williams was nominated for Best Original Score for this film, but lost to Ryuichi Sakamoto's score for The Last Emperor. The protagonists describes P-51 Mustangs as "the Cadillacs of the sky" during their attack on a POW camp. John Malkovich plays Basie, an American sailor who befriends the protagonist and gives him the nickname Jim. For ten points, name this Stephen Spielberg film, starring Christian Bale as Jamie Graham, about a boy coming of age in a Japanese POW camp.

ANSWER: **Empire of the Sun**

18) Stephen Turnbull assisted the creators of this game by helping maintain historical accuracy. The creators also took inspiration from the jidaigeki films of Akira Kurosawa and the second edition to this game featured scenes from Ran in the opening credits. Each turn lasts a season, at the end of which the player receives koku. The player's general's honor rating may fall due to repeated defeats, which may cause the general to commit suicide. Ninjas and shinobi allow players to assassinate and spy on their enemies and the arrival of the Portuguese who will exchange arquebusses for money and conversion. If a player's daimyo dies without an heir, their faction will be eliminated, just as in this games sequel, Medieval. For ten points, name this Creative Assembly game, where players assume the role of powerful Japanese warlords, the first in the Total War series.

ANSWER: **Shogun: Total War**

19) **Warning: year and event required.** Referee Gamal Al-Ghandour was accused of fixing one semifinal match at this event. This event was characterized by many upsets, such as when France in the opening game to Senegal, or the United States beat Portugal to make the quarterfinals. South Korea became the first Asian team to make the semifinals, though they were later defeated by Turkey in the third place game. Oliver Kahn won the Golden Ball, while Ronaldo won the Golden Boot. Brazil defeated Germany in the finals of, for ten points, this international soccer event which was hosted by South Korea and Japan.
ANSWER: 2002 FIFA World Cup (prompt on World Cup)

20) Fumiyasu Sato is the current host of this show, which is set to begin airing its 25th season in Japan later this year. In December 2009, G4 began airing an American version of this show, and followed that up with a female-only version. The Salmon Ladder and Cliff Hanger are particularly difficult obstacles on this show, in which competitors go through an obstacle course. This is, for ten points, what show in which competitors attempt to scale Mount Midoriyama?
ANSWER: Sasuke (Accept: American Ninja Warrior)

21) In 2003, he appeared with Yogi Berra in a Super Bowl Visa commercial. One color commentator stated he would kiss Kenny Smith's ass if this player scored more than 19 points in a single game during his rookie year. Shaquille O'Neal once told the press to tell him "Ching-chong yang wah ah soh". He first played for the Shanghai Sharks before declaring himself eligible for the 2002 NBA Draft, where he was taken first overall by the Houston Rockets. For ten points, name this seven foot six center from China.
ANSWER: Yao Ming

22) Some of her early roles were as Kim Hsin in the X-Files, Oi-Lan in Hercules: the Legend Continues, and the gangbanger Pearl in Payback. Some of her better known roles were as a Yakuza boss who gets scalped, and a mandarin speaking lawyer with Cage, Fish and Associates. This is, for ten points, what Chinese-American actress who Alex Monday in Charlie's Angels, Ling Woo in Ally McBeal, and O-Ren Ishii in Kill Bill?
ANSWER: Lucy Liu
Bonuses

1) Challenges in this show include Boulder Dash, Bust-a-Nut, and Great Holes of Glory. For ten points each
[10] Name this redubbing of a Japanese game show, a comedy hosted by Vic Romano and Kenny Blankenship, that airs on Spike TV.
ANSWER: Most Extreme Elimination Challenge
[10] MXC is a redubbing of this Japanese show that aired from 1986 to 1989.
ANSWER: Takeshi's Castle
[10] This recurring field reporter dresses in a pith helmet, frequently flirts with contestants, and speaks with a french accent.
ANSWER: Guy (pronounced "gee") LeDouche (Accept either)

2) At the time of it's release it was the most expensive animated movie ever produced, for ten points each.
[10] Name this movie, directed by Hayao Miyazaki, about the last Emishi prince Ashitaka as he tries to rid his arm of a curse.
ANSWER: Princess Mononoke
[10] Miyazaki came out of retirement to direct this adaptation of a Diani Wynne Jones novel. Billy Crystal voiced Calcifer, the demon that power's the namesake structure. Christian Bale portrayed the vain titular wizard.
ANSWER: Howl's Moving Castle
[10] Both Princess Mononoke and Howl's Moving Castle were produced by this Japanese animation studio co-founded by Miyazaki.
ANSWER: Studio Ghibli

3) America has Major League Baseball, but Japan has Nippon Professional Baseball. For ten points each:
[10] Barry Bonds has 762 career homers in MLB, but this Japanese first baseman hit 868 homers in his NPB career.
ANSWER: Sadaharu Oh
[10] Oh played for this team, Japan's version of the Yankees with 21 Japan Series titles. Other famous players for this franchise include Hideki Matsui and Tuffy Rhodes.
ANSWER: Yomiuri Giants
[10] The 2006 Central League MVP was this Chunichi Dragons outfielder who signed with the Chicago Cubs in 2007.
ANSWER: Kosuke Fukudome

4) For ten points each, name these songs whose titles mention a certain Asian nation.
[10] This fifth track from Coldplay's Viva La Vida or Death and All His Friends is paired with the track "Reign of Love" and includes the lyrics "They are turning my head out, to see what I'm all about, keeping my head down, to see what it feels like now."
ANSWER: "Lovers in Japan"
[10] This song by The Vapors, featured in the segment "Night Pandas" in Jackass: The Movie, describes a picture of a female with brown hairs and hazel eyes "as soft as clouds."
The title of the song describes the look a male gets during masturbation.
ANSWER: "Turning Japanese"

[10] This Alphavile song's title references a popular phrase used to describe artists who failed in the Western world, but are successful in the East.
ANSWER: "Big in Japan"

5) This manga series has spawned three television series, including those with the Z and GT suffix. For ten points each
[10] Name this anime series where characters such as Vegeta, Piccolo, and Krillin attempt to acquire the namesake orbs.
ANSWER: Dragon Ball

[10] This father of Gohan is one of the primary characters throughout the series and is the focus of the 2009 film Dragonball Evolution.
ANSWER: Son Goku

[10] Goku and Vegeta are members of this fictional race of aliens who are born with a tail and possess super-human strength.
ANSWER: Saiyans

6) Name these East Asian NBA players, for ten points each:
[10] In one workout tape, he was guarded by a folding chair. The Milwaukee Bucks picked him 6th overall in the 2007 draft, though he was later traded to the Nets in the Richard Jefferson trade.
ANSWER: Yi Jianlin

[10] In 1999, he was picked 36th overall by the Dallas Mavericks, becoming the first NBA player from China.
ANSWER: Wang Zhizhi

[10] A member of Utah's 1944 NCAA championship team, this Japanese-American became the first non-white player in the NBA, playing three games for the Knicks.
ANSWER: Wataru Misaka

7) His directorial debut was Red Sorghum, a film which won him the Golden Bear at the 1988 Berlin International Film Festival. Along with Zhang Jigang, he directed the 2008 Beijing Olympics opening ceremony. For ten points each
ANSWER: Zhang Yimou

[10] This wuxia film directed by Zhang Yimou, and starring Jet Li and Zhang Ziyi, tells the tale of a nameless assassin who attempts to kill the King of Qin.
ANSWER: Hero

[10] In 1990 and 1991 two of Zhang's films were nominated for Best Foreign Film. The first film starred Gong Li as the namesake bride, sold to an old infertile man. The second film starred Gong Li as a bride, sold to a wealthy nobleman and her competition with the other wives for their husband's favor. Name either of them, for ten points.
ANSWER: Ju Dou or Raise the Red Lantern

8) Name these animes so awesome they will make your head explode.
[10] In this series Kenshiro travels a post-apocalyptic earth protecting the weak with his companions Bat and Lin using this series's namesake martial art to cause his enemies heads to
explore.
ANSWER: **Fist of the North Star** (Accept **Fist of the Northern Dipper** or **Ken, the Great Bear Fist**)

[10] In this anime, the main character Naota Nanadaba has the "right kind of head" for a N.O. channel. This fact is discovered after Haruko Haruhara, a vespa-riding investigator, wacks him in the head with a Rickenbacker bass.
ANSWER: **FLCL** or **Fooly Cooly**

[10] A YouTube search of "anime head explode" reveals a video featuring episodes from this series, based on Dreamcast game of the same name. In that game Steppenwolf, a hacker, uses Simulacrum ["Sim-uh-lack-rum"] to kill other people while in cyberspace.
ANSWER: **Baldr Force** EXE

9) For ten points each, name these Asian super-villains.

[10] This Chinese villian uses the powers of 10 rings recovered from crashed Makluan spaceship to combat the likes of the Hulk, the Avengers, and his arch-enemy, Iron Man.
ANSWER: The **Mandarin**

[10] This Japanese mutant attained the powers to fly and fire plasma after his mother received radiation poisoning from the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. He was briefly a member of the X-Men and one of the international mutants assembled by Professor X to save the captured X-Men from Krakoa.
ANSWER: **Sunfire** (Accept: Shiro Yoshida)

[10] This Japanese mutant first appeared as a Daredevil villain but has since become an antagonist to Wolverine. He has the ability to charge anything with a tachyon field, allowing his katana to pass through anything but adamantium.
ANSWER: **Silver Samurai** (Accept: Kenuichio Harada)

10) Name these films featuring Jackie Chan, for ten points each.

[10] In June Jackie will star with Jaden Smith in this remake of a 1984 movie. The remake takes place in China, not in LA, and the star will be learning Kung Fu, not this film's namesake martial art.
ANSWER: **The Karate Kid**

ANSWER: **Shanghai Knights**

[10] In this 1995 film Jackie plays Keung, who defends his Uncle's supermarket against ruffians. Soon Jackie finds himself assisting the ruffians in fighting a bigger gang, violence, laughs, and a hover-craft chase ensure in the namesake Borough of New York.
ANSWER: **Rumble in the Bronx**

11) It was covered by Patti Rothberg for Beverly Hills Ninja and by Jack Black and Cee-Lo Green for a 2008 movie with a similar title. For ten points

[10] Name this 1974 Disco single that heavily uses the oriental riff.
ANSWER: "**Kung Fu Fighting**"

[10] Kung Fu Fighting was performed by this Jamaican-born singer whose other singles include "Dance The Kung Fu" and "Blue Eyed Soul."
ANSWER: Carl Douglas
In 1974 Kung Fu Fighting was replaced on Billboard's Hot Number 1 Single chart by this Harry Chapin folk song about fatherhood.
ANSWER: "Cat's in the Cradle"

12) South Korea did well at the 2010 Olympics. Name some things about their performance for ten points each
[10] Jung-Su Lee got gold in the 1000 and 1500 meter distances in this event.
ANSWER: Short track speed skating
[10] Canadian figure skater Joannie Rochette got a lot of sympathy after her mother died, but this South Korean beat her for the gold.
ANSWER: Yu-Na Kim
[10] This South Korean city was one of the two finalists to host the 2010 Olympics, but lost to Vancouver.
ANSWER: Pyeongchang

13) Answer these questions about George Takei's career after Star Trek, for ten points each.
[10] In 2006 Takei appeared on the Comedy Central roast of what fellow Star Trek star?
ANSWER: William Shatner
[10] Takei played Emperor Yoshiro of the Empire of the Rising Sun in the third game of what Command and Conquer series?
ANSWER: Command and Conquer: Red Alert
[10] In 1987 Takei played drug lord Kenneth Tagaru on the episode "By Hooker by Crook" on what cop drama? That episode is also famous for a love scene between Don Johnson and Melanie Griffith.
ANSWER: Miami Vice

14) For ten points each, name these games that teach American kids about Japanese gender roles.
[10] This series, with subtitles like "Dinner with Friends" and "World Kitchen", players follow the instructions of the namesake matron as they prepare meals.
ANSWER: Cooking Mama
[10] PETA created the flash game "Cooking Mama - Mama Kills Animals" due to the games use of meat-based recipes. However, PETA was happy with the release of this Cooking Mama spinoff for the Nintendo DS where players plant bulbs, dig trenches, and water plants.
ANSWER: Gardening Mama
[10] In this game players assist a father with his experiments as he tries to beat out his rivals to new discoveries.
ANSWER: Science Papa

15) The Simpsons have been to China and Japan, for ten points each name these things that happened while they were abroad.
[10] In Goo Goo Gai Pan, the Simpsons travelled to China and Homer pretended to be Selma's husband so they could adopt this child.
ANSWER: Ling Bouvier
[10] While in China, Homer claims to have this profession. That claim causes him to be involved in a "Chair Man Wow" stunt in an attempt to keep the audience from rioting.
ANSWER: **Chinese Acrobat**
[10] Homer exclaims that he finally "gets this play" after seeing a Peking Opera performance of this Arthur Miller work.
ANSWER: **Death of a Salesman**

16) It starred Stephen Chow and Lam Chi Chung as Sing and Bone, two losers who try to join the Axe Gang. For ten points
[10] Name this 2004 action comedy, a parody of Hong Kong action films.
ANSWER: **Kung Fu Hustle**
[10] This killer, the top-killer in the world who is unable to find a worth opponent, is freed from jail by Sing. He is the master of the "Toad Skill" technique.
ANSWER: The **Beast**
[10] During his childhood, a beggar tricked Sing into buying a manual about this technique, also known as Fut Gar, which he uses to defeat the Beast at the end of the film.
ANSWER: **Buddhist Palm**

17) She sang the theme song to Kingdom Hearts "Simple and Clean" four years after releasing *First Love*, the best-selling album in Japanese history. For ten points
[10] Name this Japanese singer.
ANSWER: **Hikaru "Hikki" Utada** (Accept any)
[10] Hikaru also recorded this theme song to Kingdom Hearts 2. Known in Japan as Passion, she sings "In you and I there's a new land / Angel's in flight."
ANSWER: "**Sanctuary**"
[10] For a semester in 2001 Hikaru attend this New York City university whose mascot is a lion name Roar-ee.
ANSWER: **Columbia** University

18) It started as a spinoff to the Romance of the Three Kingdoms video game, but the franchise soon had a life of its own. For ten points name
ANSWER: **Dynasty Warriors**
[10] Koei's first released for the seventh generation consoles was this game, focusing on an anime franchise whose characters include Heero, Domon, and Hayato.
ANSWER: Dynasty Warriors: **Gundam**
[10] In this Koei game for Playstation 3 and Xbox 360 players assume the role of a mercenary general during the namesake conflict between the English and French. Unlike the historical war, the game features elephants and the possibility of saving Joan of Arc.
ANSWER: **Bladestorm: The Hundred Year's War**

19) Did you know there was a Live 8 concert in Tokyo? I didn't either. For ten points each, name some of the artists that performed there.
[10] This Icelandic singer, famous for such songs as "I Miss You" and "Hyper Ballad" performed "Pagan Poetry" and seven other songs.
ANSWER: **Björk Guðmundsdóttir** (Accept either)
[10] This pop-punk band performed their most successful single "Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous” while at Tokyo. Their more recent singles include "Dance Floor Anthem" and "Where Would We Be Now".

ANSWER: **Good Charlotte**

[10] This British pop-rock band performed their songs "5 Colors in Her Hair" from their album *Room on the 3rd Floor* and "I'll be Ok" from their album *Wonderland*.

ANSWER: **McFly**

20) When you think of East Asian athletes, you think of people getting their butts kicked. Name these martial arts for ten point each:

[10] This South Korea martial art's name loosely translates to "the way of the foot and fist".

ANSWER: **Taekwondo**

[10] Some fighting styles of this martial art popularized by Jackie Chan include Drunken Boxing, Praying Mantis, and Fujian White Crane.

ANSWER: **Kung fu** (accept *wushu*)

[10] Morihei Ueshiba created this martial art to defend without causing injury to the attacker. Its name loosely translates to "the Way of unifying life energy".

ANSWER: **Aikido**

21) For ten points each, name these Chinese food chains.

[10] This largest Chinese fast food chain in the United States, founded in Pascadena, California in 1973, can frequently be found in mall food courts, campus student unions, and even in the Pentagon.

ANSWER: **Panda Express**

[10] This chain, despite its name, does not feature food from North-Eastern China. Founded by Hong Kong immigrants in Ontario, this chain's website allows you to send an e-fortune cookie with whatever message you want.

ANSWER: **Manchu Wok**

[10] If you do not like fast food, you can choose this more up-scale Chinese food resturant chain founded by Paul Flemming. Frequently featured in *South Park*, some of its signature dishes include VIP Duck and Double Pan Fried Noodles.

ANSWER: **P. F. Chang's China Bistro**

22) Japan apparently has a football team. Name some things about an exhibition game it played in July 2009, for ten points each:

[10] Japan played against an alumni team from this American university, losing 19-3.

ANSWER: **Notre Dame**

[10] Notre Dame was coached by this man, who coached their actual football team to the 1988 national championship.

ANSWER: **Louis Holtz**, Sr.

[10] Japan was preparing for this federation's world championship.

ANSWER: **International Federation of American Football**

23) He became famous after giving a horrendously bad performance in the third season of *American Idol*. For ten points each

[10] Who was this Chinese-American from Berkley?

ANSWER: William **Hung**
[10] Hung became famous while performing what song about a woman who walks like she talks, and does the titular action?
ANSWER: **She Bangs**

[10] She Bangs was written by what Puerto Rican pop star whose other works include *Vuelve* and *Life*
ANSWER: Ricky **Martin**

24) The LPGA has seen the rise of South Korean golfers. Name some, for ten points each:
[10] A 2008 Golf World article called her a pioneer for being the first successful Korean on the LPGA tour. This five-time major winner was inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame in 2007.
ANSWER: Se Ri **Pak**

ANSWER: Grace **Park**

[10] This golfer with an appropriate first name defeated Morgan Pressel to win the 2005 U.S. Womens Open.
ANSWER: Birdie **Kim**